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Introduction: Theory predicts that the slower cooling of lava flows on Venus should result in lava flows that are
typically 20% longer than their terrestrial counterparts [1] and that the development of neutral buoyancy zones
(NBZ) on Venus may be strongly influenced by altitude-controlled variations in surface pressure [2]. Observations
that support these predictions would include relatively low heights for Venus volcanoes (discussed with pre-
Magellan data by [3]), and an increase in both the number and development of large edifices with increasing basal
altitude. We present the results of an analysis of the height and altitude distribution of 123 large (diameter >100 kin)
volcanoes made using Magellan image and altimetry data and we use these results to begin to test the predications of
the above theories.
Height of large volcanoes: The height of a volcano was determined by taking the difference between the altitude
of the highest point on the edifice and the average altitude of the plains at the distal reaches of flows from the
edifice. The mean height of 123 large volcanoes on Venus was found to be 1.42 km (Figure 1), less than the heights
of many terrestrial volcanoes, which are often a few kilometers high [4] and, in the case of Hawaii, as much as 8 km
high [3] This low height results in a low mean slope for these volcanoes of less than one degree.
Altitude distribution of larue volcanoes: If the bases of large volcanoes were evenly distributed as a function of
elevation, they would be found in the skewed, unimodal distribution shown by the dark columns ('expected') in
Figure 2. The actual distribution, however, shown in the observed category, shows a slight paucity of volcanoes at
the extreme elevations and an enhancement in the number of edifices in the mid-altitudes. Chi-square tests of the
data reveal that the two data sets are different at the 95% confidence level and that the deviations from the expected
distribution are most pronounced in the mid-altitudes (more volcanoes than expected) and, to a lesser degree, in the
lowlands (fewer volcanoes).
Height as a function of altitude: Although the majority of volcanoes cluster between basal altitudes of 6051-6053
km and at heights of <3 kin, there is a weak correlation (R=0.55) of volcano height with basal altitude. Volcanoes
that occur at the greatest elevations in general reach the greatest heights.
Discussion: The generally low heights of venusian volcanoes are consistent with the prediction that lava flows on
Venus would be relatively long; the further a given volume of lava flows from its source, the thinner the flow will be
and thus the less height it will contribute to a growing shield. Calculations of flow volumes may make it possible to
estimate the degree to which this lengthening of flows has influenced volcano heights. There is a weak correlation
of edifice height with basal altitude; the highest volcanoes occur at the greatest altitudes. These tall volcanoes, such
as Maat Mons, are also quite well-developed; many flow episodes, of often significantly variable radar properties,
hint at a long and complex history of volcanism [5]. Thus to a first order, there appears to be some evidence for the
positive correlation of edifice development and topography predicted by Head and Wilson [21. The distribution of
large volcanoes as a function of altitude also supports these predictions. Poor or no development of a NBZ in the
lowlands would inhibit edifice growth and promote flood and channel-type eruptions (illustrated by the paucity of
low-altitude volcanoes in figure 2 and the prevalence of flood deposits and channels at this altitude range [6,7]).
Early development of NBZ's at relatively shallow depths and enhanced magma production associated with local
mantle upweUing at small regional rises would encourage growth and development of edifices at the mid-altitudes
(illustrated by the greater-than-expected number of volcanoes in this altitude range in figure 2). The predicted
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deepening ofmagma reservoirswithaltitudesuggeststhatlargermagma reservoirshouldform and thatedifices
shouldbe common and welldeveloped(illastratedby therelativelygreaterheightsreachedby volcanoesathigh
basalaltitudesinfigure2 and thecomplexityofhigh-altitudevolcanoeslikeMaat Mons).
Although toa firstordertheobserveddistributionf volcanoeson Venus asa functionofaltitudeand heightcan
bc quitcnicelyexplainedby theoreticalconsidcrations,therearemany factorsthatwillinflucnccthelocationof
volcanoeson theabove figures:age ofa volcano;magma supply;thermalgradientand mantledynamics;tcrrain
type;burialby largeflows;and possiblechangesintheintrusiontoextrusionratioofmagma. Furthcrconsideration
oftheseand otherfactorswillresultina betterunderstandingofthereasonsforthedistributionflargevolcanoes
on Venus.
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volcanoes on Venus. See text for method of
calculating heights.
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Fig. 2: Histogram showing location of the
base of large volcanoes. 250 m altitude bins.
'MPR' is mean planetary radius, T and T
indicate approximate altitude range for
tessera and Ishtar Terra respectively. See
text for a discussion of'expected' vs.
'observed' categories.
Fig.3: Heightoflargevolcanoesas a
functionof the altitudeof thebaseofthe
volcano.Mean planetary radius (MPR) is
indicated.
